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Beyond cameos, actors are increasingly playing fictionalized versions of 

themselves. By themselves, I mean the actor plays, plays off, or plays into a 

fictionalized version of the actor’s life already in currency in popular culture. The 

actors most suitable for these character constructions are actors who have 

starred in an iconic role and are looking to get to the joke (that has become their 

career) first, while at the same time expanding the audience’s understanding of 

their range and potential to play something other than their iconic role. The actors 

who play themselves perform exaggerated and often horrible versions of 

themselves, which makes us in the audience feel better because it means the 

actor is self-aware, can take a joke, and really can’t be that big of an asshole, 

right?  

What complicates this trend, as well as the way this kind of a character 

construction is employed, is the fact that comedians have been doing this 

FOREVER. From variety shows to late night talk shows, sitcoms and news 

shows, comedians have used the personae they have honed on stage to other 

ends. Louis C.K.’s Louie explores the domestic sphere and the workplace, and 

with it issues of personal relationships and the mundane chaos generated from 

an inevitable imbalance of one’s career and personal life. Dave Chappelle’s 

Chappelle’s Show includes skits and footage of stand up routines, mixing 

showing and telling inside of a fractured quasi-narrative. Jon Stewart’s The Daily 

Show with Jon Stewart couches serious political commentary inside a 

performance that comments on the performance that is the American political 

sphere.  

Actors who play themselves present one way of being identifiable, through 

remaining corporeally and behaviorally recognizable in relation to their iconic 

role. When this is not the case, this inconsistency then becomes the main joke. In 

It’s Like, You Know… Jennifer Grey’s role rests on the fact that no one 

recognizes her because she got a nose job. Comics who play fictionalized 

versions of themselves have an opportunity that actors do not have because we 



locate comics through a persona that they themselves have actively developed in 

their work which already extends across a variety of formats.  

This allows the comedian to explore more deeply what is actually required 

to be read as oneself. Ultimately everyone must play themselves in order to play 

along, and comedians offer us more options than actors. Are you a name? Are 

you a personality? Are you a body? Are you a voice? Are you a context? Are you 

a city? Are you a logic? Are you the way you communicate? Actors playing 

themselves is a joke. Comedians playing themselves isn’t. 
 

	  


